REPORT ON A CONGRESSb by DONALD BUCKLE
Although ithe manifest purpose of the 1973 International Psychiatric Congress was to exchange information, in the last analysis the social functions may be more impontaat. To meet old friends and colleagues and to exchange friendship produces a Moomba effect which enhancas the more formal practice of listening, speaking, discussing and clarifying proiblems. Even the performance of a ceremony, done this year with suoh charm and brevity as was the Presidential Address, may set a climate for a social occasion which permilk maximum enjoyment and palinless education. The information about the Congress given in the pocket size programme booklet provided a good start. How could it be possible to produce it. a week early? To open the Congress with a Welcome Party in the Opera House began the formal informalaity which was maintained throughout. Your reviewer can only find one mildly jarring comment to make about the social organization: that the evenin8 devoted to home hospitality might have been better had the guests been personally invited, rather than being caught in a bureau machtine whioh seemed sometimes tkj be afflicted by the prevailing industrial disputes. Long experience of Congresses teaches 'that they are best held in a Hotel or Conference Centre where the members can live, work and rest as they wish'. The Wentworth Hotel proved ideal for this, even though some preferred to escape from the closeness of the group a t times. Many congressionists would strongly support the prinoiple of having all Annual Meetings in a residential conference centre. The programme organizers coped with the three inlterlocking concurrent themes, and the simultaneous sessions were an undoubted success. Perhaps more value was got from the sessions arranged by the child psychiatric section because of the pre-published papers (Augtralian and New Zealand Journal of * Received 28 November 1973 Psychiatry, Vol. 7, No. 3A) . If only all speakers could be bullied into producing texts beforehand so that they could all be published in good time, then the sessions could become real discussions and maximum participation and freer communication could be fostered! Some felt that the constant. dwelling on the topic of adolescence produced a certain boredom because of overlap, but as a whole the Congress provided a n integral account of the subject which could even be used as a basis for a published book. Of course confining the subject of the meeting in this way might not have suited everyone but informal contacts outside the prepared programme gave relief from the constant reitteration. Some of the papers were interesting because of their content; a large audience was fascinated by Professor Cawte's sincere portrait orf an aboriginal friend. The intennational speakers, particularly Professor Carstairs, Professor Lourie and Dr. Stierlin, provided much stimulus for thought, both in their papers and through their discussion. We shall look forward to the International Congress in 1975 with our appetites whetted for more papers from the Pacific International scene, even if they are just descriptions of how psychiatrists work in other places. Your reporter feels that a heallthy climate is being evolved from the College Annual Congresses, and knowling something of the exacting work done by the programme organizers and by the local host committee, can only join thankfully in admiration of their fruitful work. The Editorial Committee of this Journal has been embarrassed by the large number of papers presented for publication. Not all of them will be published: their authors need not feel aggrieved. Many a lecturer, has, on occasion, given a talk with charm and liveliness and apparent coherence, only to lbe subsequently confronted, a week later, with a typed text from the tape recorder which was ambiguous, contained sentences without verbs, and instant punditry without justilficartion. What was good for a talk was bad news to read, and one should
